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ABSTRACT: Natural cell membranes derived from various cell
sources have been successfully utilized to coat nanomaterials for
functionalization. However, intracellular membranes from the
organelles of eukaryotes remain unexplored. Herein, we choose
mitochondrion as a representative cell organelle and coat outer
mitochondrial membrane (OMM) from mouse livers onto nano-
particles and field-effect transistors (FETs) through a membrane
vesicle−substrate fusion process. Polymeric nanoparticles coated with
OMM (OMM-NPs) can bind with ABT-263, a B-cell lymphoma
protein 2 (Bcl-2) inhibitor that targets the OMM. As a result, OMM-
NPs effectively protect the cells from ABT-263 induced cell death and
apoptosis in vitro and attenuated ABT-263-induced thrombocytopenia
in vivo. Meanwhile, FET sensors coated with OMM (OMM-FETs) can detect and distinguish anti-Bcl-2 antibody and small
molecule agonists. Overall, these results show that OMM can be coated onto the surfaces of both nanoparticles and functional
devices, suggesting that intracellular membranes can be used as coating materials for novel biointerfacing.
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■ INTRODUCTION

In the past few years, natural cell membranes have been
increasingly used to coat synthetic nanomaterials for
functionalization.1 A few advantages make this approach
especially attractive. For example, its “top-down” process
skips molecular identification, providing nanomaterials with
cell-like functions otherwise impractical to replicate using
traditional synthesis.2,3 The membrane coating also provides
synthetic substrates with an array of cell-specific proteins that
can be leveraged for dynamic and multiplex binding
interactions, resulting in function-driven and broad-spectrum
bioactivity.4,5 When cell membranes are coated onto a solid
substrate, they can bind toxins and sequester their toxicity
while preserving native toxin structures desirable for effective
immune processing.6,7 Additionally, molecular binding to the
cell membrane causes electronic perturbation that can be
captured and measured through devices on the substrate,
enabling sensitive and quantitative detection of biological
compounds.8 With these advantages, the cell membrane
coating technology, initially developed with red blood cell
membrane,9−14 has expanded to using the membranes from
various cell types, including platelets, cancer cells, immune
cells, stem cells, and epithelial cells.9−14 Membranes of
extracellular vesicles released from mammalian cells and
bacteria have also been collected for coating due to their
distinct antigenic profile or tissue adhesion properties.15−17

With multifaceted biointerfacing with complex biological
systems, cell membrane-coated nanomaterials have enabled a
wide range of applications in drug delivery, detoxification,
immune modulation, and biosensing.1,18

Despite its rapid development, the cell membrane coating
technology has been focused primarily on using the plasma
membranes that separate the interior of a cell from its outside
environment for coating. To harness a broader range of
functionalities, one would wonder whether intracellular
membranes, which encapsulate subcellular structures or
organelles inside a eukaryotic cell, can also be used for
coating. Intracellular membranes share the same fundamental
structure as the plasma membranes, where the phospholipid
bilayer forms a stable barrier embedded with proteins to carry
out the specific functions of each cell organelle.19,20 Targeting
intracellular membrane functions underlies a variety of
therapeutic strategies. For example, the delivery of macro-
molecules across the nuclear membranes is a key step toward
safe and effective gene therapy.21,22 In cancer treatment,
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targeting the permeabilization of the nuclear, mitochondrial, or
lysosomal membranes is a popular strategy to bypass
anticancer drug resistance of the downstream pathways.23,24

To counteract drug-resistant bacterial or viral infections,
blocking the alteration of intracellular membranes by the
pathogens is crucial to inhibit their intracellular replication.25,26

Apparently, coating intracellular membranes onto synthetic
nanomaterials, if successful, would hold great promise to probe
complex intracellular machinery and open new therapeutic
opportunities.
To investigate intracellular membrane coating, in this study

we selected mitochondrion as a model cell organelle and
investigated the coating of outer mitochondrial membrane

(OMM) onto synthetic nanomaterials. The mitochondria are a
key cell organelle responsible for producing adenosine
triphosphate, maintaining redox homeostasis, and controlling
cell apoptosis. We isolated and purified OMM and coated it
onto synthetic substrates, including polymeric nanoparticles
and field-effect transistors (FETs), respectively (Figure 1).
Nanoparticles coated with OMM (denoted “OMM-NPs”)
inherited OMM-specific surface antigens, which were able to
bind OMM ligands and neutralize their toxicity both in vitro
and in vivo. Meanwhile, carbon nanotube-based FETs coated
with OMM (denoted “OMM-FETs”) also showed selective
interaction with OMM ligands and detected them in
correlation with their binding affinity to the OMM. In this

Figure 1. A schematic illustration of coating outer mitochondrial membrane (OMM) for targeted detoxification and molecular detection. Briefly,
mitochondria are first collected from source cells and then the OMM is isolated and purified. With a sonication method, OMM vesicles are
prepared and fused with polymeric nanoparticle cores or carbon nanotube-based field-effect transistors (FETs), translocating the entire OMM and
the associated protein receptors onto the synthetic substrates. The OMM-coated nanoparticles (denoted “OMM-NPs”) can bind to OMM-specific
ligands toward detoxification, and the OMM-coated FETs (denoted “OMM-FETs”) are capable of detecting OMM-specific molecules.

Figure 2. Characterization of OMM-NPs. (A) Dynamic light scattering measurements of hydrodynamic size (diameter, nm) and surface zeta-
potential (ζ, mV) of OMM-NPs before and after coating with OMMs (n = 3, mean + standard deviation). (B) TEM images of OMM-NPs
negatively stained with uranyl acetate. (Scale bar = 100 nm.) (C) SDS-PAGE protein analysis of OMMs and OMM-NPs. Samples were run at
equivalent protein concentrations and stained with Coomassie Blue. (D) Western blot analysis showing the Bcl-2 expression on whole
mitochondria (MT), OMMs, and OMM-NPs, respectively. (E) Comparison of the fluorescence intensity measured from MT (100 μL, ∼16 mg/
mL MT) or OMM-NPs (100 μL, 1.2 mg/mL protein concentration) containing equal amounts of membrane content and stained with 1 μL of
Alexa Fluor 647 labeled anti-Bcl-2 antibodies. Error bars represent standard deviations (n = 3, mean + standard deviation, n.s.: not significant).
Statistical analysis was performed by using a two-tail Student’s t-test. (F) Stability of OMM-NPs in water, 1X PBS, and 50% serum, determined by
monitoring the nanoparticle size (diameter, nm) as a function of incubation time over 48 h (n = 3, mean + standard deviation).
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study, through successful OMM coating and biointerfacing, we
demonstrated the feasibility of using intracellular membranes
to coat synthetic nanomaterials. This approach may lead to
new functional nanomaterials or nanodevices for disease
treatment and diagnosis.

■ RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The fabrication of OMM-NPs was divided into three steps. In
the first step, we collected mitochondria from mouse livers and
purified them through sucrose density gradient centrifugation
(Figure S1).27 Then, the OMM was isolated by osmotic shock
followed by density gradient centrifugation.28 The purity of
OMM was confirmed by analyzing the concentrations of
cytochrome c (a marker of the intermembrane space), DNA (a
marker of the mitochondrial matrix), and B-cell lymphoma
protein 2 (Bcl-2, a surface marker of OMM) (Figure S2). In
the second step, we made polymeric cores of poly(lactic-co-
glycolic acid) (PLGA) by using an established nano-
precipitation method.9 In the last step, we added the OMM
to the PLGA core suspension at a membrane protein-to-
polymer weight ratio of 1:1, followed by sonication to form the
OMM-NPs (Figure S3). The OMM coating onto PLGA cores
was monitored by changes in the core size and surface zeta
potential before and after the sonication process. After the
coating, the diameter of the PLGA cores increased from 103 ±
9.4 to 128 ± 15.3 nm (Figure 2A). Meanwhile, the surface zeta
potential of PLGA cores also changed from −42.2 ± 1.3 to

−25.0 ± 3.4 mV due to the charge screening by the OMM
coating.29 To further confirm the OMM coating, the
nanoparticles were stained with uranyl acetate and visualized
by transmission electron microscopy (TEM). Under the TEM,
all particles showed a spherical core−shell structure that
reflected the enclosure of the PLGA core in a thin shell (Figure
2B).9 The thickness of the membrane shell is 9.0 ± 1.6 nm,
consistent with 7.5 nm of the reported membrane thickness of
the OMM.30 These results demonstrate the successful coating
of the PLGA cores with the OMM.
Following the formulation, we examined the surface proteins

of the OMM-NPs to verify the mitochondrial functionalization.
First, the protein profiles of OMM lysate and OMM-NPs were
analyzed with sodium dodecyl sulfate polyacrylamide gel
electrophoresis (SDS-PAGE). As shown in Figure 2C, the
protein profile of OMM-NPs matched well with that of the
OMM lysate, indicating the preservation of membrane proteins
on OMM-NPs throughout the fabrication process. In addition,
Western blotting analysis showed the presence of Bcl-2 in
samples of mitochondria, OMM, and OMM-NPs (Figure 2D).
Significant enrichment of Bcl-2 was observed in OMM and
OMM-NPs, further confirming the translocation of OMM and
associated membrane proteins onto the nanoparticle surface.
To examine the membrane orientation, we stained the
mitochondria and OMM-NPs that contained equal amounts
of membrane content with fluorescence-labeled anti-Bcl-2
antibody. After removing the free antibodies, the OMM-NP

Figure 3. In vitro and in vivo detoxification by OMM-NPs. (A) Quantification of ABT-263 binding capacity of OMM-NPs. ABT-263 initial
concentration was fixed at 3, 1, and 0.3 μM whereas the concentration of OMM-NPs was varied from 0.13 to 2 mg/mL. (B) Viability of HL-60
cells treated with ABT-263 at various concentrations. (C) Dose-dependent ABT-263 neutralization with OMM-NPs against cytotoxicity on HL-60
cells. Neutralization was performed in a preincubation regimen, where OMM-NPs were mixed with ABT-263 and then the mixture was added to
the cells. ABT-263 concentration was fixed at 2 mM while the concentrations of OMM-NPs were varied from 0.03 to 2 mg/mL. (In A−C, n = 3;
mean ± standard deviation.) (D) The study protocol of testing OMM-NP detoxification against ABT-263 toxicity in vivo. ABT-263 at a dosage of 1
mg/kg with or without OMM-NPs was injected into C57/BL6 mice (n = 3) through oral gavage. The platelet count and apoptosis were examined
at 5 min, 6 h, and 24 h by flow cytometry. Alexa Fluor 647 labeled CD41 was selected as a platelet marker while Annexin V (ANV) was used as an
apoptosis marker. (E) Platelet counts after oral administration of ABT-263 or the mixture of ABT-263 and OMM-NPs. (F) Quantification of
apoptotic platelets in the mouse blood. In panels E and F, n = 3 independent experiments using the same batch of OMM; mean + standard
deviation. Statistical analysis was performed by using a two-tail Student’s t-test.
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sample showed a comparable fluorescence intensity with that
of the mitochondrial sample (Figure 2E). An inside-out
membrane coating would likely block antibody staining and
reduce fluorescence intensity. Therefore, a comparable
fluorescence intensity between OMM-NPs and mitochondria
suggests that OMM-NPs adopted a right-side-out membrane
orientation. The asymmetric charge across the membrane
determines the right-side-out orientation during the coating
process, which is vital for the OMM functions.31,32 Moreover,
the resulting OMM-NPs were stable in water, 1X PBS, and
50% serum. No detectable increase in nanoparticle size was
observed over 48 h (Figure 2F).
We next investigated the binding capacity of OMM-NPs

with ABT-263 (MW = 974.6 g/mol), a cytotoxic ligand of Bcl-
2 that induces cell apoptosis.33 To examine the dose-
dependent binding of OMM-NPs with ABT-263 ligand, we
mixed OMM-NPs at varying concentrations with ABT-263 at
three fixed concentrations and then quantified the unbound
ABT-263 in each experimental setting using high-performance
liquid chromatography (HPLC). We calculated the bound
ABT-263 by subtracting the measured unbound ABT-263 from
the initial input of ABT-263. As shown in Figure 3A, the
percent of bound ABT-263 with all three initial concentrations
followed a sigmoidal curve as a function of the log of the
OMM-NP concentrations. The effective concentrations of
OMM-NPs that bound with 50% of the ABT-263 (defined as
“IC50”) was 0.30 ± 0.07, 0.49 ± 0.12, and 1.1 ± 0.05 mg/mL
corresponding to ABT-263 initial concentrations of 0.3, 1, and
3 μM, respectively. The effective concentrations of OMM-NPs
that bound with 100% of the ABT-263 (defined as “IC100”)
was 0.65 ± 0.06, 1.5 ± 0.13, and 2.5 ± 0.17 mg/mL for the
same set of ABT-263 initial concentrations. Next, we evaluated
the neutralization capacity of OMM-NPs against the
cytotoxicity of ABT-263 on HL-60 cells, a model monocyte-

like cell line.34 As shown in Figure 2B, increasing the amount
of free ABT-263 added to the cells resulted in decreased cell
viability determined with an ATP assay. We then fixed the
ABT-263 concentration at 2 μM, the effective concentration
that killed 50% of the cells (EC50), and varied OMM-NP
concentrations from 0.03 to 2 mg/mL. ABT-263 is known to
induce apoptosis by activating Caspase-3 and Caspase-7
pathways.35,36 OMM-NPs were able to block the caspase
activation by ABT-263 (Figure S4). As the OMM-NP
concentration increased, the cell viability increased accordingly
(Figure 3C). The concentration of OMM-NPs that neutralized
half of the ABT-263 cytotoxicity (IC50) was 0.65 ± 0.08 mg/
mL, and OMM-NP at a concentration of approximately 1.2 ±
0.10 mg/mL (IC100) was needed to fully neutralize the
cytotoxicity of ABT-263.
Thrombocytopenia is a major adverse effect associated with

the clinical use of ABT-263.37,38 In the study, we tested the
efficacy of OMM-NPs in neutralizing ABT-263-induced
thrombocytopenia in vivo. Mice were administered through
oral gavage with either ABT-263 at a dosage of 1 μmol/kg or
the same dosage of ABT-263 but immediately followed by
treating with OMM-NPs at a dosage of 800 mg/kg (Figure
3D). Blood was collected at 5 min, 6 h, and 24 h after the oral
gavage. The analysis of the blood samples from mice
administered with ABT-263 alone showed a continuous drop
of platelets counted with flow cytometry by staining the blood
with antimouse CD41-Alexa Fluor 647 (Figure 3E and Figure
S5A). In contrast, platelet counts in samples from the mice
administered with both ABT-263 and OMM-NPs remained at
the baseline. In addition, residual circulating platelets from
mice treated with ABT-263 without OMM-NPs showed an
increase of the percentage of annexin V positive cells,
indicating an increase of phosphatidylserine (PS) exposure
due to ABT-263-induced apoptosis (Figure 3F and Figure

Figure 4. Characterization of OMM-FETs. (A) Fusogenic OMM vesicles (top panel) and nonfusogenic OMM-NPs (bottom panel), both labeled
with DiD dye, were incubated with an FET substrate, respectively. The fluorescence images were taken after the incubation and the removal of the
nanoparticle suspensions. (B) OMM vesicles were labeled with two fluorescent dyes: DiD (red) in the membrane and BSA-Fluorescein (green) in
the aqueous compartment of the vesicles. Fluorescence emission spectra of the OMM vesicles before (top) and after (bottom) their incubation
with the FET substrate were taken and compared. (C) To examine the semiconductive properties of OMM-FETs, the Ids−Vg curves of an OMM-
FET (top) and an uncoated FET (bottom) were measured. The Vds values were varied from −0.6 to −0.1 V.
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S5B). Despite the same dosage of ABT-263 in both groups, the
increase of PS exposure was absent in platelets from mice
administered with ABT-263 and OMM-NPs. The results
clearly demonstrate the therapeutic efficacy of OMM-NPs in
neutralizing toxic compound ABT-263 in vivo.
After having demonstrated OMM coating onto synthetic

nanoparticles for targeted molecular binding and detoxifica-
tion, we next examined the ability of OMM interfacing with
nanodevices for molecular detection. In the study, we first
made OMM vesicles and allowed them to fuse onto a p-type
carbon nanotube-based FET spontaneously. The OMM fusion
was tested by using OMM vesicles labeled with DiD dye, a
lipophilic dye (1′-dioctadecyl-3,3,3′,3′-tetramethylindodicar-
bocyanine, 4-chlorobenzenesulfonate salt, excitation/emission
= 644/665 nm). After washing away the vesicle suspension, the
fluorescence image of the device showed a strong signal from
the labeled membrane with even distribution on the FET
surface (Figure 4A). We also labeled OMM-NPs with DiD dye
as a nonfusogenic control to test the fusion. After applying the
same incubation and washing steps, we observed little
fluorescence from the FET surface. The imaging result ruled
out nonspecific adsorption as a potential reason for the
membrane retention on the FET surface. The fusion was
further tested with dual-fluorescence-labeled OMM vesicles.
One fluorescent dye (DiD) was incorporated into the bilayer
membrane of the vesicles. The other (BSA-fluorescein,
excitation/emission = 488/525 nm) was encapsulated inside
the aqueous compartment of the vesicles. Following the same
incubation process, only the fluorescence signal from the
membrane was detected from the FET surface, indicating the
loss of the inner content during the vesicle-FET fusion process
(Figure 4B). These results indicate a successful coating of
OMM onto the FET surfaces. We also tested the electrical
property of OMM-FET and an uncoated FET to examine the
effect of membrane fusion. In both tests, when the source-drain
voltage (Vds) was fixed, the absolute value of the source-drain
current (Ids) of the device decreased when the gate voltage
(Vg) became less negative, suggesting the semiconductive
properties of the FETs were well maintained after OMM
coating (Figure 4C). In addition, under the same Vg and Vds,
the absolute values of Ids measured from OMM-FETs were
lower than those from the uncoated FETs, indicating an
increase of resistance upon OMM coating (Figure S6).
Next, we examined the OMM-FETs for their ability to

detect OMM-reactive biomolecules, including antibodies and
small molecule compounds. We designed our study to measure
multiple molecules on a single device. For this purpose, we
avoided device saturation by measuring molecules with low
concentrations at the leading edge of the binding curves.8,39,40

We first chose anti-Bcl-2 IgG antibody for the test. When we
added denatured antibodies onto an OMM-FET, there were
no changes of OMM-FET channel conductance after each
addition (Figure 5A). However, when we added nondenatured
anti-Bcl-2 antibodies onto the device, the absolute values of Ids
decreased stepwisely following discrete changes of the
antibody concentrations. A decrease of channel conductance
indicates that binding of the antibody molecules repels holes in
the p-type OMM-FET.8,41 Based on these measurements, we
found linear correlations between the changes of the Ids values
and the antibody concentrations (Figure 5B). The difference
between their slopes is significant, suggesting the ability of the
OMM-FET to distinguish molecules with different binding
affinities to the OMM (Table S1).

Finally, we tested the OMM-FET for detecting small
molecule Bcl-2 inhibitors. In addition to ABT-263, we also
used HA14−1 (MW = 409.2 g/mol), another Bcl-2 inhibitor
with a binding affinity significantly lower than that of ABT-
263.42,43 When different concentrations of ABT-263 was added
onto the OMM-FET, we observed a stepwise decrease of
absolute Ids values following each addition (Figure 5C). When
the sample was switched to the solution of HA14-1, a similar
trend of Ids after each addition was also observed but with a
smaller step than that of ABT-263. Based on these measure-
ments, we also found linear correlations between the changes
of Ids and the inhibitor concentrations (Figure 5D). The slope
of ABT-263 fitting is significantly larger than that of the HA14-
1 fitting, confirming the ability of the OMM-FET to
distinguish molecules that bind with the same OMM with
different affinities (Table S2).
In summary, we derived the OMM from mouse livers and

successfully coated the membrane onto both nanoparticles and
FET devices. During the membrane derivation and the coating
processes, membrane surface proteins and their functions were
well preserved. The coated OMM showed an orientation
consistent with that of the membrane on the intact
mitochondria. The OMM-NPs bound with OMM-specific
ligands and neutralized their toxicity both in vitro and in vivo.
The OMM-FETs were able to detect OMM agonists and
differentiate them by their corresponding induced changes in
the FET conductance. The coating of OMM onto these
substrates extends cell membrane coating technology from the
plasma membranes of source cells to the intracellular

Figure 5. Detection of OMM-reactive compounds by OMM-FETs.
(A,B) Anti-Bcl-2 antibodies and (C,D) ABT-263 and HA14-1, two
small molecule Bcl-2 inhibitors, were used as model molecules for the
test. OMM-FETs were used to measure the channel conductance as
more antibodies and inhibitors were added to the OMM-FET surface.
Typical Ids−time curves of the compounds (A,C) were measured and
values of Ids that changed relative to the basal level (ΔIds/I0) were
plotted against compound concentrations (B,D). In B and D, the
error bars were obtained by randomly picking 30 time points from the
plateau of the Ids−time curves after adding each molecule; mean ±
standard deviation.
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membranes for broader biointerfacing functions. Selective
binding of OMM-NPs with mitochondrial ligands may also
enable other applications such as immune modulation for
immunotherapy.44 The membranes of other cell organelles,
such as nucleus, endoplasmic reticulum, Golgi apparatus, and
lysosomes, share the same basic structure as mitochondrial
membrane. Therefore, it is anticipated that these cell
organelles’ membranes can be coated onto synthetic substrates.
In our study, the OMM derivation relies on a centrifugation
method, which is suitable for large-scale production. As
intracellular membranes play a pivotal role in modulating
physiological functions within the cells, leveraging them with
the cell membrane coating technology is expected to open
many new opportunities for future biomedical research and
applications.
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